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electric  wires  or  just

advantage  is  the  Click-fit  System  which  

A  system  that  enables  extremely  fast

or  change  the  wallpaper.  The  colors  of  EVO  

all  kind  of  interior  designs  and  all  kind  of  

at  any  time  regardless

or  reinstallation  in  any  moment  irrespec  

The  EVO  skirting  board  combines  innovative

The  color  collection  of  the  EVO  skirting  board  allows

casting  extremely  quickly  and  easily

EVO  skirting  board  connects  innovative  

change  wallpaper.  Decor  collection

its  main  advantage  is  innovation

interior  of  any  style  and  suitable  for

hide  extra  electrical  cables,  paint  the  wall  

main  advantage  is  the  innovative  Click-fit

interior  design  and  all  types  of  flooring.

any  time  no  matter  you  want

skirting  boards  allow  for  ideal  matching  for  

and  easy  assembly  and  disassembly  of  the  skirting  board

skye  and  practical  solutions.  One  of

water  or  just  paint  the  wall  either

skirting  board  EVO  fits  perfectly  into

and  practical  solutions.  One  of  the  main  

floors.  

whether  you  want  to  mask  extra

every  type  of  floor.

allows  for  a  fast  and  an  easy  installation  

paint  the  wall  or  change  the  wallpaper.

Click-fit  System,  allowing

mount  and  dismantle  the  skirting  board  in

for  a  perfect  match  with  any

and  practical  solutions.  one  of  hers

tive  of  the  fact  that  what  you  wish  to  do:  

Do  you  mask  extra  pro

The  EVO  skirting  board  combines  an  innovator
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Click-fit  System  

Uniform  decorative  surface

Complete  decorative  
surface

Unitary  decoration  surface  

Click-fit  System  

Click-fit  System  

EVO  
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zalety  listwy /  advantages  of  the  skirting  board /  advantages  of  the  skirting  board

-  a  modern  slim  shape  of  the  skirting  board,  
without  visible  connections  and  edges,  ensuring  
top  aesthetic  values  on  each  floor  

-  Allows  instant  installation

-  enables  instant  assembly  and  disassembly  of  the  

skirting  board  during  renovation  or  changing  the  interior  

arrangement

-  modern,  slim  shape  of  the  skirting  board,  
without  visible  joints  and  edges,  ensures  the  

highest  aesthetics  of  each  floor

and  dismantle  the  plinth  during  repairs  or  interior  
design  changes

-  provides  for  immediate  skirting  board  assembly  
and  dismantling  during  repairs  and  interior  
rearrangement  

-  modern,  streamlined  shape  of  the  skirting  
board,  without  visible  joints  and  edges,  guarantees  
any  floor  the  highest  level  of  aesthetics
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Installation  of  the  outer  corner  on  decorative  skirting  boards.

Exact  measurement  and  trimming  the  skirting  board  to  the  desired  
dimensions.  

Installation  of  the  inner  corner.

Installation  of  the  inner  corner.

Precise  measurement  and  cutting  of  skirting  boards  to  size.

The  finished  EVO  system  -  excellently  matched  corners  do  not  fall  off  even  
with  an  accidental  impact  at  cleaning.  

Mounting  the  skirting  board  with  quick  fixing  dowels  or  glue.

Fixing  of  internal  corners.  

Mounting  the  skirting  board  using  quick-assembly  pins  or  glue.

Ready  EVO  system  -  perfectly  matched  corners

Fixing  of  external  corners  to  decorative  skirting  boards.  

Installation  of  the  external  corner  to  the  decorative  strips.

Skirting  board  fixing  with  fast  fixing  studs  or  glue.  

Ready-made  EVO  system  -  perfectly  fitted  corners  do  not  fall  off  even  if  
accidentally  bumped  during  cleaning.

Accurate  measurement  and  cutting  of  the  skirting  board  to  size.

Fixing  of  the  decorative  skirting  board  part  by  inserting  into  the  corner.  

they  do  not  fall  off  even  with  an  accidental  blow  during  cleaning.

Montaÿ  dekoracyjnej  czÿÿci  listwy  poprzez  wsuniÿcie  jej  w  naroÿnik.  

Installation  of  the  decorative  part  of  the  plinth  by  inserting  it  into  the  corner.

installation  system /  installation  system
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EVO  

Inside  corner  

ÿÿcznik  
Connector

Naroÿnik  wewnÿtrzny  
Inner  corner

Connector  Outside  corner  Right /  left  endcap  

Naroÿnik  zewnÿtrzny  
External  corner

Zakoÿczenie  prawe /  lewe  
Cap  right /  left
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Cardamom  Oak  

Aspen  Oak  

Castle  Oak  

Sandal  tree

Dÿb  Skalisty

Aluminum  
Aluminum

Navarre  

Boulder  Oak  

Fresco  

Dÿb  Nike  
Oak  Nike

Alabaster  

Red  River  Hicory  

Jesion  Biaÿy  
White  Ash

Husky  Oak  
Dub  Husky

Wenge

Sandalwood

Corona  Oak  

Wenge  
Wenge

Dÿb  Zamkowy  
Castle  Oak

Chillout  Oak  

Vyaz  
elm

Jasmine  Oak  

Red  River  Hicory  

Alabaster  Oak  

Navarra  

Navarra

White  

Rocky  Oak  

Aluminium  

Dÿb  Aspen  
Oak  Aspen

Dÿb  Kardamonowy  
Cardamom  Oak

Red  River  Hicory  

Dÿb  Jaÿminowy  
Jasmine  Oak

Husky  Oak  

Dÿb  Boulder  
Dub  Boulder

Fresco  

Fresco

White  Ash  

Dÿb  Chillout  
Oak  Chillout

Nike  Oak  

Dÿb  Corona  
Oak  Corona

Elm  Sandal  Wood  

Biaÿy  
Bely

Oak  Alabaster

kolorystyka /  colors /  colors
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25-71-0-032E25-71-0-031E

25-71-0-004E  25-71-0-006E  

25-71-0-030E

25-71-0-002E  25-71-0-001E  

25-71-0-005E  

25-71-0-029E  

25-71-0-023E

25-71-0-011E  25-71-0-013E

25-71-0-025E  

25-71-0-017E

25-71-0-027E25-71-0-026E  

25-71-0-016E

25-71-0-028E  25-71-0-024E  

25-71-0-014E

listwy  przypodÿogowe  
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25-71-0-020E  

25-71-0-010E

25-71-0-021E  

25-71-0-019E  

25-71-0-009E

25-71-0-018E  

25-71-0-008E  

25-71-0-022E  

25-71-0-015E  

25-71-0-007E

EVO  

www.korner.eu  

fax  +48  68  478  44  01  
sekretariat@poli-eco.pl

Winners  7  Street  
68-200  Zary

Secretariat  
tel.  +48  68  478  44  00

Poli-Eco  Plastics  Sp.  z  o.  o

Office  
tel.  +48  68  478  44  00  
fax:  +48  68  478  44  01  

sekretariat@poli-eco.pl  

NIP:  924-17-30-354  

OOO  Poli-Eco  Tworzywa  Sztuczne  
ul.  Zvycentsuv  7  
68-200  Zary  
TIN:  924-17-30-354

Secretariat  
tel.  +48  68  478  44  00  
fax  +48  68  478  44  01  

sekretariat@poli-eco.pl

NIP:  924-17-30-354  

Poli-Eco  Plastics  Sp.  z  o.  o.  ul.  
Winners  7,  
68-200  Zary

kolorystyka /  colors /  colors

Antic  Oak  

Dÿb  Pastelowy  
Pastel  Oak

Rustic  Oak  

Dÿb  Antyczny  
Antique  Oak

Secession  Oak  

Dÿb  Rustykalny  
Rustic  Oak

Burned  Oak  

Orzech  Secesja  
Walnut  Modern

Dÿb  Palony  
Burnt  Oak

Walnut  Blues

Noble  Oak  

Leonardo  Oak  

Dÿb  Szlachetny  
Noble  Oak

Leonardo  Oak  
Dub  Leonardo

Soul  Oak  

Dÿb  Soul  
ÿÿÿ  Soul  

Exclusive  Oak  

Blues  Walnut  
Walnut  Blues

Pastel  Oak  

Dÿb  Exclusive  
ÿÿÿ  Exclusive  
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